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Conferencing

What is Pupil Conferencing?

Conferencing is the primary form of feedback at Horsmonden Primary
Academy. In its simplest form, conferencing is a conversation about
improvement, learning and reflection. It can be pupil-led or adult-led and can
take place in a 1:1, small group or whole-class context. Teaching sta� conference
with pupils about their work during lessons and throughout the school day in
order to give in-the-moment feedback. Conferencing is also used in social
situations as a tool to promote self-regulation and reflection.

Why use Pupil Conferencing instead of written marking?
There is very little research evidence to show that written marking is the most
e�ective form of feedback – especially for primary-aged pupils (EEF 2016). Verbal
feedback opens up an immediate conversation with the child, allowing you to
pinpoint and address misunderstandings or misconceptions, or indeed to
challenge the pupil. Feedback in this form becomes more personal and
comprehensive than written marking.

In addition to this, because pupil conferencing gets pupils to think more deeply
about their work, their learning, and their personal development, it helps
develop their independence and motivation within the context of a ‘growth
mindset'. Pupils value the 1:1 time with teaching sta� and peers; they make more
rapid progress as they become more aware of what they are doing that is
successful and what it is that is holding them back. Pupils are able to articulate
what they need to do to improve.

Approaches and Purpose of Conferencing: Assessment as Learning

Conferencing is a discussion between adults and pupils, between peers, or with
oneself through metacognition.

Shute (2008) and Butler and Winne (1995) have identified that the timing of
feedback is central to its e�ectiveness. Consequently, conferencing at
Horsmonden Primary Academy is immediate (‘in the moment’) feedback.
Immediate feedback and skillful use of questioning allows a teacher to quickly
and decisively pinpoint where the misconception lies in the application of a
specific skill and intervene accordingly.

In order to promote self-regulation, the pupil is encouraged at all times to take
responsibility for the learning conversation – to discuss what they were
successful with, what they found challenging, what they need further help with,
how they can further apply their learning, and what their next step is, for
example.

Traditional marking in books is not a component of the conferencing process.
Self and peer marking can take place during lessons, if required and when
appropriate, as this process in itself opens up opportunities for discussion and



formative assessment. Peer assessment is an integral component of the
process: pupils are enabled to support one another, particularly through the
editing and redrafting process. Allowing the majority of marks in exercise books
to be made by pupils themselves encourages pupils to take greater ownership
of their work, become more aware of how they are doing in that moment (as
they are not waiting until the next day to receive written feedback), and more
aware of their levels of understanding. Teachers still, however, review pupils’
work each day to inform their assessment for learning, to build up a picture of
each pupil’s progress and attainment, and to inform future planning.

In all cases, conferencing is well-placed to deliver feedback that is e�ective,
meaningful and impactful.

Evaluation at Horsmonden Primary Academy

Evaluation and assessment at HMPA is an ongoing process of reflecting on
pupils’ learning to inform future learning and teaching.

Pupils, through conferencing, are given agency in the assessment process. This
means that we encourage pupils to not just self-assess, but to self-adjust. In
other words, pupils at HMPA are expected to take action to bring about
improvements in their learning as a result of engaging with the conferencing
and evaluation process.

At Horsmonden Primary Academy, we integrate assessment of, for and as
learning in order to foster a culture of improvement within the school. We
assess pupils’ knowledge, skills and conceptual understanding through a
variety of tools and strategies that are bespoke to the context of each class
and the individuals within it. This evaluative process has four distinct
dimensions: Monitoring Learning, Documenting Learning, Measuring Learning
and Reporting on Learning (IBO 2019). The weightings of the four dimensions
that make up our practice can be seen in the diagram below:



Monitoring Learning
Adults make good use of assessment for learning to monitor pupil progress
and attainment. This occurs daily throughout all learning experiences and the
information gathered is used to inform and adjust learning and teaching,
ensuring that pupils are retaining and building on their knowledge,
understanding and skills. Because of our culture of improvement, which is
centered around conferencing, this dimension of assessment is the most
important and impactful one we engage in at Horsmonden Primary Academy.
The strategies and tools primarily used to monitor learning are:

- Conferencing (adult-led, peer and self)
- Strategic use of questioning
- Observation
- Peer and self-assessment
- Low-stakes testing
- Foundation Assessment Sheets

Teaching sta� at HMPA have regular opportunities to improve their own
assessment capabilities through our collaborative training sessions. We ensure
that both sta� and pupil wellbeing informs all evaluation practices and that all
assessment activities are meaningful and manageable.

Documenting Learning
Horsmonden Primary Academy recognises that evidence of learning takes
many di�erent forms, including work in books, on display, digital evidence and
what pupils themselves know, show and can do. When we refer to documenting
learning, we mean the compilation of examples of pupil work that tell the story
of learning and progress over time. Choosing work to include is a highly
selective process and sta� think carefully about how each piece of evidence
adds to the narrative. Over time, responsibility for documenting learning will be
shared with pupils. The purpose of this dimension of assessment is to make the
learning journey visible. Some examples of documenting learning include:

- Wall displays
- Academy Facebook page
- Class Floor Books
- Pupils’ or adults’ selections of work in books when conferencing

Measuring Learning
Assessment of learning takes place frequently throughout the academic year,
the timing and purpose of which is shared with all sta� through our
assessment calendar. We ensure that the type and frequency of measurements
of learning are manageable and meaningful and that the information gathered
is shared with pupils and used formatively to inform learning and teaching. The
results of measurements of learning are also collaboratively analysed at a
class, academy and trust level to identify patterns and trends in pupil progress
and attainment over time and to allow for the strategic allocation of resources.
Horsmonden Primary Academy employs the following tools for AoL:

- Internal summative assessment
- SOLO Taxonomy (to assess conceptual understanding)
- Teacher Assessment (data drops are scheduled to inform either Pupil

Progress Meetings, LAT Module Reviews or both)



- Moderation and standardisation exercises (within the cluster, within Leigh
Academies Trust, and with the local authority)

- National Assessments (Phonics Screening Check, Key Stage 1 Tests,
Multiplication Check, and Key Stage 2 Tests)

Reporting on Learning
Horsmonden Primary Academy involves all stakeholders in the reporting of
pupil progress and attainment. All aspects of the Profile for Success are
reported on: Learner Profile Attributes, Approaches to Learning, and Academic,
Social and Personal Development. This allows all parties to reflect holistically
on pupils’ successes and also to identify areas for growth and improvement.
The following are the learning communities we communicate with and the
methods used to report learning:

- Senior Leadership: Pupil Progress Meetings (Once per term)
- Trust Leadership: Module Reviews (Once per term)
- Governors: Academy Development Group and Academy Board Meetings
- Parents: Parent/teacher/pupil conferences (Two formal conferences per

year and ad hoc conferences throughout the year) and Pupil Reports
(Term 6)

- Pupils: Daily conferencing, and parent/teacher/pupil conferences


